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1. 16 marksThe two-phase commit protocol gives the means to di�erent processes on the network toatomically perform a transaction.(a) Describe the two-phase commit protocol.(b) Does this protocol work when there are undetectable message loses on the network?(c) How does this protocol respond to a failure of the Coordinator.(d) Prove the impossibility result for the two generals problem. What does this resultsay to the people that are looking for protocols that will allow them to performatomic transactions on distributed systems with undetectable message loses?2. 12 marks(a) In the State machine approach for replication each replica processes the stable requestwith the least unique id. What is the de�nition of stable request?(b) How can a replica use logical clocks to determine the stability of a request in afail-stop system?3. 16 marks(a) Describe an algorithm that processors of an asynchronous network G=(V,E) can usein order to broadcast information. The processors of the network are the nodes ofthe graph G=(V,E) and the physical links that connect the processors are the edgesof G=(V,E).(b) What is the time and communication complexity of your algorithm? Prove it.(c) In the algorithm that you have described is it possible for the sender to know whenits message has been received by all the other processes of the network? If yes proveit. If not modify your algorithm to satisfy this condition also, and prove that themodi�ed algorithm satis�es the required condition.4. 16 marks(a) Describe Ivy's dynamic distributed manager scheme.(b) In this scheme what steps are taken to minimise the number of lookups necessary to�nd a page?(c) Describe an advantage and a disadvantage of the following distributed shared mem-ory consistency models: i) strict consistency, ii) eager release consistency, iii) lazyrelease consistency.(d) We use the notation W (x)v to denote a write operation to the variable x with thevalue v, and R(x)v to denote a read operation to the variable x that returns thevariable v.Initially, all variables are set to zero. Is the memory underlying the followingtwo processes sequentially consistent?:1
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